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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide further review of this manuscript. The authors have done an excellent job of attending to my comments arising from my first review and I am now satisfied that these limitations have now been addressed.

There are no outstanding major compulsory revisions.

There are a few typographical/minor errors that persist:
Page 2, line 38 - 'children' is duplicated.
Page 4, line 77 - replace 'effectivity' with 'efficacy'
Page 11, line 221-222 - ? children receiving IB treatment were significantly younger than those in the OR (NOT IB) group - Children receiving IB treatment 221 were significantly younger than those in the IB group, (12 as opposed to 44 months).
Page 13, line 244 - it might be better to indicate no variation in scheduled appointments (ie all had 6 appointments) with a dash '-' rather than '0' which is confusing
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Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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